

CyberPlat Worldwide is a retail payment processing service provider with operations in Russia, CIS,
Europe and now in India



In India its launched in 2009 and today they have direct connectivity with almost all the major Mobiles and
all the DTH service providers



They have over 100,000+ retail touch points through 150+B2B channel partners across various retail
verticals and online payment portals
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Product Features
Multiple recharges

Advantage

Product Benefits

It has pioneered the idea and execution of
electronic virtual distribution of Prepaid
Customer can choose from the list of
airtime, on behalf all major mobile operators,
recharges which is available in the portal
Pre- Paid DTH , on behalf of all DTH service
providers Pan India

Incase customer is also using DTH, he can
opt to buy both the recharges from the same
kiosk.
This saves his time and expenditure of
traveling to two different places for the
recharges

Single Point Pre Paid
Recharge

Both mobile and DTH recharges done

Save time and money

Both services can be recharged from a
nearest Sahaj Centers

Provides wide range of
services

Cyberplat provides a wide range of recharge
services (top up plans) in mobile & DTH and
hence a customer can opt for recharging
Along with mobile and DTH recharge, mobile
from that kiosk for any service provider he
top us also done
wants to & any top ups which might not be
available to the retail outlets as they keep
more the high selling top ups only
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Online Recharge through
CYBERPLAT

Mobile phone recharge
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Airtel
BSNL
Idea
MTS
Reliance
Tata Indicom
Vodafone
Uninor
Virgin Mobile
DOCOMO
Loop Mobile

Mobile to mobile through
SAHAJ SMART

DTH top up
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Airtel Digital TV
BIG TV
Dish TV
Tata Sky
Videocon d2h
Sun TV
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